One size fits all
With Natural Motion
Technology, there’s no
need to worry about
finding the right size
shield. The collapsing
motion of the pump,
and soft, flexible shield
means the pump
continually adapts to
your nipple size. One size
really does fit all.**

The best pump
for your needs

Keep it simple,
fast and gentle

Electric breast pump

No matter when or why you decide to pump,
we want it to be simple, fast and gentle.

New Natural Motion Technology combines
vacuum and nipple stimulation for a
quicker milk flow.*

Lightweight and quiet design makes it
easy to express at work or on-the-go.

One size fits all, so you don’t have to worry
about finding the right size shield**.

Our Natural Motion Technology comes in single
electric or double electric pumps, and there are
different benefits to each. To choose the best pump
for you, look for one that helps you feel comfortable
and fits into your overall lifestyle.
Would you like a fast pump that helps you feel
more comfortable?
Try this: Single electric breast pump.
Are you after something that’s comfortable and
extra efficient?
Try this: Double electric breast pump.
Our new Philips Avent electric breast pumps

*Based on product clinical trial (n=20) conducted in the Netherlands,

Learn more about Philips Avent breast pumps

2019, compared to results of previous product version.

or explore our entire breastfeeding range at

**Up to 30mm

www.philipsavent.com

For more info, see www.philips.com/avent

A new era of
pumping for moms
that’s simple,
fast and gentle

Keeping breast
milk on the menu

Inspired by
the best

A new era
of pumping

If you’ve decided to breastfeed, a pump can

We believe your baby knows best when it comes to
drawing out milk.
That’s why we’ve spent over 30 years studying exactly
what happens when a baby suckles at the breast.

A revolutionary new breast pump that makes
expressing simple, fast and gentle.
Until now, breast pump technology has only focused
on suction to draw milk out from the breast.

Pro insight
From our extensive studies, we’ve discovered that
both nipple massage and suction are key for a quick
milk flow.

Our new Natural Motion Technology combines
massage and suction, like baby, for a quicker, natural
milk flow.*
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be a handy way to add some flexibility to your
breastfeeding routine.
Some moms begin pumping when they return to
work so their baby can still have the benefits of breast
milk. Others moms pump occasionally to relieve their
breasts, or so their partner can help with night feeds.
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No matter when or why you begin to pump, the key
to a positive pumping experience is comfort. Studies
show that the more comfortable you feel, the easier it
is to release milk.
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1
Soft shield touches
the nipple.

Baby latches on.

Professional tip

Here are a few things to keep in mind when
you’re starting out.
1 Plan when and where you’d like to pump
2 Find a pump that suits your needs
3 Pump in a comfortable place for quicker
milk flow
4 Pump as many times as you would feed
MCC — HCP PHYSIOLOGY — Clean up for print
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Baby latches onto nipple

Baby presses on the nipple

Baby uses suction and
a wave-like tongue
movement to press
against the nipple.
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Baby sucks on the nipple, milk flows

Pump stimulates
like baby using
suction and a shield
that collapses
around the nipple.
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Baby latches onto nipple

Baby presses on the nipple

Soft cushion touches the nipple
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Baby sucks on the nipple, milk flows

Soft cushion presses on the nipple

This natural drinking
motion allows baby
to stimulate the best
possible milk flow.

3
Pump sucks on the nipple, milk flows

This Natural
Motion Technology
stimulates quicker
milk flow.

